NEWS | Meet the Winner of the 2017 Greenfield Scholarship

Congratulations to Leia Linn, recipient of this year's Naomi and Samuel Greenfield Endowed Scholarship. Established through the generosity of longtime librarian Louise Greenfield and her husband, Simon Rosenblatt, the award honors the exceptional kindness her parents demonstrated throughout their lives. This competitive $1,000 scholarship is awarded annually to one student employee at the Libraries, based upon how they exhibit kindness in the workplace.

Leia is a sophomore majoring in Environmental Studies. At the Libraries, she helps with Express Retrieval and paging for the Delivery, Description & Acquisitions department. In her application, she wrote: "A famous American author once said, 'Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.' What Mark Twain meant by this was that being kind to other human beings is a task that every single person can both give and receive. As humans, we often easily get busy in our own worlds, and can forget that a simple act of kindness is so easy to share."

*Pictured: Leia with Dean Shan Sutton*

NEWS | How the Libraries Help Faculty with Instruction

The Libraries partner with instructors to provide customized course materials. We also help their students learn how to find, use, and evaluate information. Charlette Padilla, Assistant Professor of Practice, Retailing and Consumer Sciences, recently talked to us on camera about how we supported her teaching goals and helped her students grow as researchers. [Watch her interview.](#)

NEWS | Alumnus Dillon Walker Honored During Homecoming

At our Library Cats Tech Breakfast, we presented Dillon Walker with the Top Library Cat Award of 2017. Dillon graduated from the School of Information in 2016, and is a creative strategist, business leader, and community builder. As a student, he co-founded Hack Arizona, an annual event in the Science-Engineering Library.
In addition to meeting Dillon, alumni and donors experienced our newest technology, learned how our space is evolving, and were given a sneak peek of the Student Success District.

Pictured: Dillon with Libraries supporter Arch Brown and Dean Shan Sutton

**AUDIO | Today Is the Day! The 500th Anniversary of Luther’s "Ninety-Five Theses Against Indulgences"**

We hope you were able to join us for our last Reformation event in Special Collections. Our distinguished faculty panel discussed whether Luther really nailed his theses to the Wittenberg church door, how religious pamphlets were distributed, and the power of imagery during the Reformation. If you were unable to attend, you can listen to the recording.
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